
When it comes to silos, DE Engineers stands out as a manufacturer of the strongest and longer-
lasting silos in the industry. In fact, we are proud to manufacture the largest transportable silos in 
Australia. Here are the reasons why you should choose DE Engineers for your silo needs: 
 
Fully Welded Base Cone Sheets: Unlike riveted cones, our base cone sheets are fully welded, ensur-
ing they will not split open. This guarantees the integrity and longevity of your silo. 
 
Steeper Base Cone Bottom and Top Cones: We design our silos with steeper base cone bottoms and 
top cones, enabling better flow and increased capacity. This ensures efficient handling and storage 
of your grains. 
 
Vented Silo Lids: Our patented vented silo lids are a standard feature in our silos. These lids are de-
signed to keep your grain cool and dry, preserving its quality and preventing spoilage. 
 
High-Quality Rivets: We use only aircraft-type (lock stem) rivets on the silo body. This guarantees 
the structural integrity and reliability of our silos. 
 
Aluminium Ladders with Soft Grip Rungs: Our ladders are constructed from aluminium and feature 
30mm square soft grip rungs. This design ensures safety and convenience, with no sharp edges. 
 
Larger Sight Glasses: DE Silos are equipped with larger sight glasses, making it easier to view and 
monitor the grain levels inside the silo. 
 
Long-Lasting Hot Dipped Galvanized Tube Bases: Silo bases are constructed using longer-lasting 
hot-dipped galvanized square or round tube, offering superior corrosion resistance compared to Du-
ragal-coated options. Our galvanized tubes have 2-3 times the zinc coating of other silos, ensuring 
extended durability. 
 
Corrosion-Free Plastic Hoppers: DE Silos feature light, corrosion-free plastic hoppers. These hop-
pers are designed to provide longevity, ease of use, and optimal grain flow. 
 
When you choose a DE Engineers silo, you can be confident in the quality, innovation, and durabil-
ity of our products. Our commitment is to provide you with the best solutions for your grain storage 
needs. 
For further information or inquiries, please contact our customer service team. 
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